Alzheimer's disease (AD) is one of the main causes of dementia in the world. Increases in life expectancy in the majority of populations around the world have been associated with a higher rate of AD incidence in different countries in past and future decades [1] AD is clinically characterized by cognitive impairment; there is an initial alteration in recent 
memory with other variable neuropsychiatric changes [2] . Neuropathologically, in AD brains there are a diminution in neuron number and a significant increase in the number of amyloid plaques (extracellular structures composed mainly of betaamyloid peptide) and neurofibrillary tangles (intracellular structures composed mainly by tau protein). Interestingly, in AD brains there is a significant synaptic loss, which is the structural neuropathological variable with the greatest correlation with dementia degree [3] .
Current treatment strategies are limited in relation to the detention of the underlying pathogenic process; on other hand, results in relation to search for specific prevention factors for AD are controversial [4] . It highlights the need for a detailed and objective study of AD pathogenesis. In recent years, a great part of AD research has been focused on amyloid hypothesis, which initially proposed that the main AD cause could be the extracellular aggregation of beta-amyloid protein [5] . Many recent articles, carried out by different research groups in the world, have demonstrated that AD-related proteins are participating as key factors in multiple neurosignaling pathways, and that it is possible that pathogenic molecular mechanisms underlying AD may be different from beta-amyloid aggregation [4] .
In this article, we review new approaches toward the understanding of AD molecular pathophysiology, which may give a deeper understanding and be the basis for future better therapeutic and preventive strategies. It is done a special emphasis on the description of neural signalling pathways in which AD-related proteins are participating, on advances carried out in AD neurogenomics and neuroproteomics and on interrelation of synaptic dysfunction and oxidative stress in AD.
Molecular approaches
Current knowledge of molecular basis of AD comes from 3 main areas: Analysis of genetic changes in affected subjects and families, molecular neuropathological studies of AD patient brains and animal and cellular models in which genetic or environmental variables, previously associated with the disease in epidemiological studies, are modulated in an experimental approach [4] .
From a molecular genetics viewpoint, it has been found mutations in three genes that, although they account by a small part of the overall number of patients in the world, they have been very useful for the development of animal and cellular models of AD [5] . 
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Based in these findings, it has been developed in last years animal models in which mutations found in families are over expressed in a homozygote or heterozygote way or in which the homologs of these genes are turned off. As a result of these experimental analyses, it has been proposed that an altered function of these genes converges on the beta-amyloid generation and aggregation. However, many articles show that normal and pathological function of these genes are beyond from beta-amyloid aggregation and can involve other neural mechanisms. [6] .
Although some of the first models showed cerebral deposition of beta-amyloid and learning alterations in animals over expressing mutations in APP or PS1, simple or double transgenics [7] , systematic studies later showed that behavioural alterations are present previous to the appearance of beta-amyloid aggregates and are correlated in a greater level with functional alterations (hippocampal long-term potentiation -LTP-) or with altered patterns of synapse-related gene expression [8] [9] [10] .
It was believed that the only function of PS1 could be its participation in APP cleavage to produce beta-amyloid [5] , however, animal and cellular studies show that it has a role in the modulation of activity of other important neuronal proteins, mainly in the cleavage of notch protein, the neural adhesion molecule N-cadherin and the neurotrophin receptor p75NTR and through its relation with the b-catenin/GSK3b/wnt and CREB signalling path-ways [11] [12] [13] . These molecular pathways are fundamental to the consolidation of connection patterns in developing brain and on adult brain function. For example, Notch protein, identified some years ago, is cleaved by PS1 after it binds its ligands (Delta-1 and Jagged-1) and translocates to the nucleus to modulate the expression of several downstream genes important for neuronal differentiation [14] . In this context, adult heterozygote Notch knock-out mice have memory alterations [15] . Some PS1 mutations, including several ones found in patients with frontotemporal dementia, have differential effects on these pathways, which are important for neuronal plasticity, as well as for intracellular calcium dynamics, axonal transport, and neurogenesis in adult brain [16] [17] [18] . These findings support theories relating common mechanisms between neurodevelopment and neurodegeneration at molecular level [19] .
Approaches based in the classical amyloid theory proposed that the absence of PSs may be not deleterious for neurons; however a KO mouse for PS1 had a phenotype similar to that found in Notch mutants with massive brain alterations [20] . After it, in several works using conditional mice for PS1 (or for both PS1 and PS2), in which the expression of the protein is selectively diminished in adult brain, it is demonstrated the key role of PSs and associated pathways in neuronal function [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Studies focused in APP, have described new functions for this protein; it has been studied its role as a modulator of the activation of a protein that binds GTP, its possible function as a transmembrane receptor, its location at synapse and the modulation of its levels by neuronal activity [25] . For beta-amyloid generation it is necessary a cleavage by betasecretase and after it by gamma-secretase, an alternate cleavage (by alpha-and gamma-secretases) generates some soluble fragments, which have neurotrophic activities in vivo and in vitro [26] .
Intracytoplasmic portion of APP, which is generated in the production of beta-amyloid, has a behaviour similar to Notch, it translocates to the nucleus and modulates the expression of several genes, some of them related to the regulation of intracellular calcium [27] [28] . These findings are correlated with several works that shows that the dynamics of APP processing has a clear effect on synaptic function [25, 29] .
In relation to beta-amyloid peptide, several studies showed that this molecule has neuroprotective function in some functional contexts [30] . In this way, the new amyloid theory gives more importance to the presence of oligomers than to amyloid plaques (see below), and although it has been not described what is the molecular pathway by which beta-amyloid can achieve its supposed toxic function [31] , a recent description of an effect of oligomeric beta-amyloid on modulation of ionic channels and regulation of the function of Protein Kinase A (PKA), calcineurin and CREB [32] [33] [34] may be a point of convergence with its description as a possible endogenous modulator of synaptic function [25] .
Apolipoprotein E
In the field of molecular genetics of susceptibility to non-mendelian AD, the main consistent finding has been the association with the so-called E4 allele of apolipoprotein E (APOE) [35] . This gene has a 4 kb size, is located in long arm of chromosome 19, it encodes a protein of 299 amino acids expressed in glial and neural cells in the nervous system. Initially, it was identified three alleles which corresponds to the isoforms of this protein, these 3 classic alleles (E2, E3 and E4) are produced by the change of an cysteine to an arginine in positions 112 and 158 of the protein (a C-T change in positions 3937 and 4075 in the third exon in the gene sequence) [36] . These classical alleles are 3 haplotypes that may be extended through several SNPs (including promoter and intronic regions) through the length of the gene [37] .
In 1994 it was identified an important association of APOE4 and AD in an US population, which has been confirmed in different populations around the world [35, 37] . It is to highlight that recent studies showed that preclinical alterations in brain activation patterns in APOE4 carriers many decades before of the possible dementia onset (at an age of 20-30 years) [38] . In addition, it has been found differences in presence of oxidative stress and expression of synaptic proteins between AD patients with different APOE genotypes [39] [40] .
Animal and cellular studies have demonstrated a possible negative dominant effect of APOE4 isoform on neural plasticity, learning and memory, neuronal differentiation and activation of signalling pathways, such as CREB, because the activation of these mechanisms by APOE4 is significantly greater than the found in APOE KO mice [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . ApoE receptors may be also activated by reelin, a important molecule for developing and adult brain organization, through the intracellular adaptor protein disabled and activation of CDK5 [46] . It is to highlight that a proteomics study showed that apoE is a key molecule in glia-promoted synaptogenesis [47] . Although some early structural studies tried to demonstrate a protective role of apoE absence on beta-amyloid accumulation produced by APP over expression in vivo [48] , systematic studies showed, however, that the negative effect on neural function is enhanced [49] .
Genomics and proteomics
In a disease as heterogeneous as AD, information provided by non-biased global molecular strategies is of the greatest relevance. Several studies have been carried out using DNA microarrays with AD brain tissues from different stages of the disease, they showed in a consistent fashion a diminution in levels of transcripts related to synaptic function and an overexpression of RNA messengers implicated in cellular stress response [50] [51] [52] .
In addition, several proteomics studies, using bidimensional electrophoresis of proteins and mass spectrometry (MALDI) showed changes in the state of oxidation and levels of proteins implicated in neuromodulation and neurotransmission [53] [54] . These findings are consistent with findings from animal models of AD and from molecular neuropathology studies carried out in AD at a lower scale [55] .
In recent years, it has been carried out a great number of genetic association studies in AD trying to find the combination of polymorphisms that explain a greater part of the genetic risk for the development of non-mendelian AD, examples of these markers are polymorphisms in LRP1, MAPT, BDNF, IDE, A2M and ACE genes, among others [4, 5, 56] . It is possible that the synaptic dysfunction in AD may be based, at least in part, to inherited variations in the genes that encode synaptic proteins. It is important to highlight that in recent years it has been described functional SNPs in these genes [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Preliminary work, based in other formal hypothesis, shows that this association between polymorphisms in synaptic genes and AD may be possible [64] , as it has been demonstrated in other neuropsychiatric diseases [65] [66] [67] [68] . A "synaptogenomics" approach may be important to discover genetic correlates of this neurodegenerative synaptopathy.
Etiology
Although synaptic dysfunction appears as a one of the main pathophysiological theories of AD [69, 70] , it is important to find an etiological explanation for the alterations in synaptic signalling. Oxidative stress is one of the strongest explanations for neuronal dysfunction related to alterations in intra and interneuronal signalling mechanisms [71] . Some studies have found changes produced by oxidative stress on proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, RNA and DNA in AD brains and animal models [71] . This increase in free radicals comes mainly from cellular energetic metabolism [72] and generates activation of intracellular signalling mechanisms of stress response [73] . These changes appears very early in the disease process and represent an interesting target for prevention, because several works showed a protective use of antioxidants in patients and animal and cellular models [71, 74] . In this context, effect of oxidative stress on DNA in neurons appears as one of the most interesting mechanisms related to neurodegeneration, because neural cells are terminally differentiated and have less effective DNA repair mechanisms that only function in those genomic regions that are transcribed [75, 76] . A recent work showed that in cultured neurons the promoters of genes related to synaptic function, in contrast to other genes, have an increase in the susceptibility to accumulate oxidative stress damage, leading to a down regulation of the synaptic genes [77] . Also, it is possible that interindividual differences in cellular response to oxidative stress may be correlated with variations in the genes that encode proteins implicated in this type of compensatory response [78, 79] .
In relation to possible preventive therapeutic strategies based in these functional approaches to AD, it is important to highlight preclinical advances in the development of drugs that modulate the func-tion of proteins crucial for synaptic plasticity [80, 81] and the analysis of the effects of some environmental variables, such as diet and physical exercise, on molecular mechanisms of neuroplasticity [82] .
An overview of interactions between AD-related proteins and molecules involved in neural plasticity pathways is showed in Fig. 1 . More information about components of NMDA/PKA/CREB/BDNF (NMDAR, AMPAR, CAMKIV, PKA, CREB, CBP, BDNF), reelin (reelin, APOER2, DAB, CDK5), wnt (GSK3B, β-catenin, LEF) and notch (Notch, HES) pathways and mechanisms of presynaptic dynamics (KINESIN, SYNT, SYNP and others) may be found elsewhere [6] .
Additional considerations
Some authors have proposed and demonstrated that the supposed causal structures for AD (plaques and tangles) may be physiological responses that protect the cells form several cell injuries [83] , as showed in other neurodegenerative diseases [84] . An interesting example is the functional role of a increase in tau phosphorylation on instability of microtubule cytoskeleton, which is beneficial for a greater plasticity of the cell in response to external stimuli [85] .
Another proposed protective mechanism is based in that the increase in beta-amyloid and tau, across aging, is able to diminish oxidative stress levels [86] . In this way, these two changes may have an antioxidant function that may limit the agerelated neuronal dysfunction. However, in AD, oxidative damage associated to aging is accompanied by oxidative stress of metabolic and metallic origin [87, 88] , which may enhance the levels of beta-amyloid and tau phosphorylation and leads to neurodegeneration and consequent dementia.
Although AD has been of the neuropsychiatric diseases to many economical and human resources have destined in last years, the presence of a bias of many researchers toward the amyloid theory has made difficult that quantitative advances in other conceptual approaches may be realized and consol- idated into the scientific community [83] . It leads to a constant call to different researchers to consider another advances and approaches that may explain AD in a more comprehensive way.
The new amyloid theory, modified in 2002 year, try to demonstrate that beta-amyloid is the main single factor that damages the synapse, without an possible mechanism proposed to date [31] . However, it did not include all the evidence presented above. One of the main tests of amyloid theory was a clinical trial in AD patients using a vaccine against betaamyloid; as expected in an immunization against a key protein in the brain [89, 90] , it was found several encephalitis cases among treated patients [91] . This generates an ethic preoccupation in relation to future use of similar strategies in AD patients [90] .
It may be possible that new variants of high-penetrance can be found for AD in the near future [56] . Recent gene mapping efforts trying to use subphenotypes of AD (AD + psychosis, for example) are very interesting approaches for the identification of new genetic variants [92] [93] . Animal (knockout and transgenic mice for specific mutations) and cellular models of those possible new genetic changes would be important for the understanding of pathobiology of AD, in addition to those ones already available for APP, APOE and PS1/PS2 variants found in human patients (see references for key papers) [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] .
It is important to highlight recent advances in research on other neuropsychiatric diseases, such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depression and hereditary mental retardation, in which it has been possible to advance on the knowledge of underlying pathological mechanisms from a functional molecular perspective [102] [103] [104] . One interesting point to consider may be the study of variants in genes related to other mechanisms of synaptic plasticity and response to oxidative stress.
Conclusions
Although amyloid hypothesis remains as one of the main theories in which the research on AD is based, many multidisciplinary experimental studies demonstrate that AD related proteins are involved in multiple signalling pathways crucial for neuronal plasticity in developing and adult brain, such as the NMDA/PKA/CREB/BDNF, reelin, wnt and notch pathways, among others. Genomics and proteomics studies show early and specific alterations in proteins related to neural and synaptic plasticity in AD brains. These changes in the expression of synaptic proteins may be related to a enhanced susceptibility of synaptic protein-encoded genes to oxidative stress in neurons or to inherited genetic variations. A continuation of basic and clinical research based in other functional conceptions of AD pathophysiology would allow a development of preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic more effective that existent ones and those that could be developed based in amyloid hypothesis.
